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Educations & Certification
• PhD in Information Systems, Aalborg 

University
• M.Sc. in Social science  (Cand.soc), Aalborg 

University
• Certified Project Manager 

(PRINCE2, MS Project, IPMA)  

Experience
• Started at Aarhus University 1. Oct. 2017
• External lector at ITU
• Municipality of Copenhagen
• Projectum
• Økonomi- og Erhvervsministeriet

• +10 years experience in project and portfolio 
management 

Teaching

 IT projects and portfolio management

 IS strategy 

 Project management and business 

development  

 Agile portfolio management 

 IS research methods

Research Areas

 Rethinking project portfolio 

management

 Agile and adaptive project portfolio 

management

WHO AM I?



Research results 

Research process

The case companies

Our research and thinking PLOT  
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Our research 
and thinking
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• HANSEN, L. K., BRANDT, C. J., SVEJVIG, P. & 

KAMPF, C. E. 2020. Agile project portfolio 

management, new solutions and new 

challenges: findings from four agile 

organizations. EURAM 2020: The Business of 

Now: the future starts here [Accepted]. Dublin, 

Ireland: The European Academy of 

Management.
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• The number of organizations aiming to scale 

agile project management practices to the 

portfolio level is found to grow very fast these 

years (Alliance, 2018)

• Research shows that scaling agile to the 

portfolio level has proven much more 

challenging in so-called legacy organizations.

• One reason is that traditional PPM practices are 

(Jovanović et al., 2017)



OUR THEORETICAL LENS 
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Rethinking Perspetive 
Learnability, multiplicity, temporarity, 
complexity, uncertainty and sociability

Classical perspetive
Executability, simplicity, temporarity, 

linearity, controllability and instrumentality

Two perspectives on managing projects 

Svejvig and Andersen (2015)
Represents:

Waterfall thinking  and 

thinking from the older 

versions of the PMI 

standard  

Represents

Thinking skeptical to the 

assumptions in the classical  

perspective… The world is (at least 

sometimes) uncertain, complex etc. 

meaning that the waterfall thinking 

will no reflect the reality in 

organizations  
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The case 
companies
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Alfa Beta Epsilon Gamma

Industry Food Information 

technology 

Energy Electronics 

Years in business 100+ years 50+ years A merger of two 

organizations each 

in business for more 

than 50 years

100+ years

Annual revenue Over EUR 8b Over EUR 200m Over EUR 50b Over EUR 200m

Type of portfolio IT and Business 

Development 

IT and Business 

Development

IT and Business 

Development

Research and 

Development

Yearly portfolio 

cash flow 

Over EUR 50m Over EUR 40m Over EUR 50m Over EUR 30m

Project and 

portfolio 

methodologies 

SAFe SAFe, Nexus, and 

Kanban 

Internally 

developed, inspired 

by Spotify’s scaling 

model

Half Double 

Methodology and 

Stage-Gate 

Involved in agile 

practices 

200+ employees 500+ employees 50+ employees Approx. 40 

employees

Started scaling 

agile 

2016 2015 2016 2018
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Level/Organiza

tion 

Alfa Beta Epsilon Gamma

Management 

level

Business 

manager (60 

min)

Program manager 

(65 min)

Financial program 

manager (70 min)

Director of 

development 

department (60 min)

Head of 

development (60 

min).

Portfolio level Financial 

portfolio level 

(65 min) 

Portfolio manager 

(90 min)

Portfolio manager 

and Director of 

development (55 

min)

Agile transformation 

manager (45 min)

Portfolio manager 

(45 min)

Project (and 

program) level

Scrum master 

(60 min)

Product owner

(60 min) 

Scrum master (65 

min)

Product owner (65 

min)

Project manager (60 

min)

Team member (30 

min). 

Documents 5 3 5 2

Total: 16 interviews of respondents representing the 

management, portfolio and project (program) levels

Data was collected between March 2018 and October 2019
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The 
Research 
process
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Rethinking Perspetive 
Learnability, multiplicity, temporarity, 
complexity, uncertainty and sociability

Classical perspetive
Executability, simplicity, temporarity, 

linearity, controllability and instrumentality

Theoretical level 

Empirical  level 

Raw data

Theorizing on challenges 

when scaling agile to the 

portfolio level 

in legacy companies

Code 1 Code N
Code 2

169 codes
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 Agile methods intended to boost time to 

market 

 Agile methods used as an instrument to 

counter uncertainty

Strategic 

conceptions

 Mixed management perceptions: 

Differences between agile and traditional 

thinking 

 Initiatives to scale agile has been driven 

by visionary managers

 PMOs and financial accountants  

 Re-occurring follow up meetings and 

Stage-gates

 A more distributed portfolio

 Portfolio management goes from 

controlling the portfolio to coaching the 

local projects

 Practices for organizing projects   

 Language and learning styles 

 More disciplined processes in the 

delivery processes

 Both decreasing and increasing 

complexity and  uncertainty 

 Project participants frustrations due to 

uncertanity

 Redefining failure

 Trial and error practices

 Portfolios as a semi-permanent 

organizations adapting to optimize value 

 From linear to the cyclic understanding 

of projects

Change in 

thinking and 

profound 

assumptions

Learning 

mindset and 

methods

Portfolio 

controlling 

practices

Portfolio and 

project 

temporarity

Autonomy and 

control

Change in roles

Practices and 

lingo for project 

organizing

Complexity and 

uncertainty

Concepts Themes Dimensions

Management level 

issues 

Portfolio management 

level issues

Project level issues 

 From product and project-centric 

towards value-centric orientation

Changing the 

definition of 

value

Concepts (16) Themes (10) Dimensions (3) 

169 

codes
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 Agile methods intended to boost time to 

market 

 Agile methods used as an instrument to 

counter uncertainty

Strategic 

conceptions

 Mixed management perceptions: 
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thinking 

 Initiatives to scale agile has been driven 

by visionary managers

 PMOs and financial accountants  

 Re-occurring follow up meetings and 

Stage-gates

 A more distributed portfolio

 Portfolio management goes from 

controlling the portfolio to coaching the 
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of projects

Change in 

thinking and 

profound 

assumptions

Learning 

mindset and 

methods
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controlling 

practices

Portfolio and 

project 

temporarity

Autonomy and 

control

Change in roles

Practices and 

lingo for project 

organizing

Complexity and 

uncertainty

Concepts Themes Dimensions

Management level 

issues 

Portfolio management 

level issues

Project level issues 

 From product and project-centric 

towards value-centric orientation

Changing the 

definition of 

value

Concepts (16) Themes (10) Dimensions (3) 



MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

Strategic conceptions

• Agile methods intended to boost time to 

market

• Agile methods used as an instrument to counter 

uncertainty

“Uncertainty is here to stay, so we 
don’t know what our competitors will 

do tomorrow, we don’t know what 
our customers want tomorrow”

“Shareholders do not 
care about agility, they 

want predictability!”



MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

Change in thinking and profound assumptions

• Mixed management perceptions: Differences 

between agile and traditional thinking

• Initiatives to scale agile has been driven by 

visionary managers

“My biggest challenge was 
that [..] global colleagues 
frowning when I started 

talking about agile portfolios”

“Many of the visionary 
change agents  have left 

the building”
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 Agile methods intended to boost time to 

market 
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

Portfolio controlling practices

• PMOs and financial accountants 

• Re-occurring follow up meetings and Stage-

gates

It look a bit like 

business as usual



PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT  ISSUES 

Change in roles

• A more distributed portfolio

• Portfolio management goes from controlling 

the portfolio to coaching the local “projects”

“Before everything came 
across my desk

Helping with increase the autonomy of 

local the projects, so they can do what 

they finds to be most valuable for the 

organization



PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT  ISSUES 

Changing the definition of value

• From product and project-centric towards 

value-centric orientation

• E.g. via “value proposition pitch” or 

“stakeholder voting” via an survey

“If I do not have any kind of a 
business case, how can I 

compare projects?”



PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT  ISSUES 

Portfolio and project temporarity

• Portfolios as a (semi) temporary organization 

legitimated by the value it can demonstrate  

• From linear to the cyclic understanding of time 

and “projects”

We observe that agility change the 

way time and projects are connected, as 

projects not per se are executed over 

time
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 Agile methods intended to boost time to 
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PROJECT (PROGRAM) MANAGEMENT 
ISSUES 

Practices and lingo for project organizing

• Practices for organizing projects

• Drawing from SAFe, Spotify, Half-Double   

• Language and learning styles



PROJECT (PROGRAM) MANAGEMENT 
ISSUES 

Balancing autonomy and control

More disciplined processes

Balancing autonomy and control via the many 

formalized repeated organizational routines of 

agile practices (ceremonies). These provide a 

higher degree of process transparency by 

visualizing and aligning performance of ongoing 

activities



PROJECT (PROGRAM) MANAGEMENT 
ISSUES 

Complexity and uncertainty

• Both decreasing and increasing complexity

• Project participants frustrations

“There are so many dependencies, 

crisscrossing. And sometimes you find out 

at the last minute: oops, we need her input 

this very minute, but does she have time to 

meet with us right now”



PROJECT (PROGRAM) MANAGEMENT 
ISSUES 

Learning mindset and methods

• Redefining failure

• Trial and error practices

“We need to learn from our failure, but do 

not see it as a failure, instead we see it as 

learning. If it doesn’t go as we anticipated, it 

is not a bad thing, but it is still a part of our 

genes”
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TENSIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT 
WAY OF THINKING

“Waterfall thinking”

Understanding projects as: 

A linear process that can be 

defined “up front” and then 

simply executed

Management level 

Portfolio level

Context: 

“Vuca world”“Agile Thinking”

Projects have a changing nature 

and we will learn “as we go”

Project level



TENSIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT 
WAY OF THINKING

“Waterfall thinking”

Understanding projects as: 

A linear process that can be 

defined “up front” and then 

simply executed

Management level 

Portfolio level

Context: 

“Vuca world”“Agile Thinking”

Projects have a changing nature 

and we will learn “as we go”

Project level

Accept the fact that we only can see 8 

steps forward in the mist. But when we 

walked 8 steps, then we can see 8 

more

Gupta, 2018  



Research results

Research process

The case companies

Our research and thinking PLOT  

Suggesting how to 

change thinking across 

organizational levels in 

legacy organizations 

aiming to scale agile
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